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**AMERICA**
Welcome to America
where all your dreams are possible!
where all your wishes come true
welcome to the land of freedom
in America we have freedom of speech!
freedom of religion!
freedom of assembly!
freedom of vaccination
freedom of execution
freedom of pollution
because pollution is a part of life!
like religion and speech!
Welcome to the land of Broadway,
Hollywood!
Mickey Mouse and his wife, Lassie
The most beautiful women, the smartest dogs
Turn off the lights!
BLACK OUT!
Let's all fall asleep and dream the American dream!
You can buy everything you want in America!
all your dreams....!A beautiful car!a beautiful woman!
a beautiful house
a beautiful watch
you could have a small car but....
Why?
My car is as big as my heart!
my heart is as shiny as my watch!
my watch is as elegant as my woman!
This is beauty, the beauty of power, the power of money
and you want money, that's natural!
and we want the best for you !you don't want to be left out,
you want to belong!
Join the party, and hey, don't forget to bring your wife...